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The CH;:..IHlvlhN: (Union of Soviet Socialist r\.epublics) : (translation from 

Russian): The twenty-fourth meeting of the Sub-Committee is called to order. 

Mr. DEI.N (United States of America}: Yesterday mY Governwent and the 

Government of the United Kingdom presented to the Conference two itiportant and 

si;'snificant nuclear test ban treaty drafts. The first (ENDC/58), co~ered the 

bam1ing of tests in all environments and the second (ENDC/59) a ~ariial ban 

limited to prohibiting tests in the at~osphere, outer space, and under water. 

?:1e United States Government is prepared, as soon as it can be negotiated, to sign 

either draft. 

Today we are meeting under the cloud of continuing tests in the atmosphere by 

the Soviet Union. The Prass has already reported eight nuclear tests by the Soviet 

Union in its current series. There may have been more of a low yield unreported. 

Several of these tests have been of a yield of tens of megatons. '.:.'hese tests, 

I submit, are not an aus:picious background against which to neeotiate an effective 

nuclear test ban treaty. :Presumably, as Chai1nan IS."lr.ushchev o.nnounced was the case 

l:::.st fall after ti1e resumption of Soviet tests on 1 September 1961, these tests are 

na.de to increase the nilitary .security of the Soviet Union. :Y:1ile they go on and 

on, unrestrained and in large yields, we are asked to restrain ourselves and to 

trust to luck that our military security will not be harced. ~io-..·rever, the United 

Kingdom and the United States have proposed the comprehensive draft treaty which 

will stop all the tests in all environments for all time and will provide the guarantees 

necessary to ensure that all tests by all parties have in fact ceased. 

This compre:hensive draft treaty is the treaty which m,y Governnent and the 

United Kingdom Government would prefer to sign now. It 1s the treaty which will 

accomplish our primary objective of stopping all nuclear tests in all environments. 

\'Te are ready to .::msh on with negotiations on this comprehensive nuclear test ban 

treaty. 

However, if we cannot reach agreement on a comprehensive test ban, the other 

treaty draft would proscribe those tests the control of which we can both agree upon 

now. My Government, as I have said, is also prepared to sign such a partial test 

ban treaty. We continue to believe that as a matter of primary icrportance both 

sides should continue earnestly to work for a treaty banning ~ermanently all tests 

in all environments. 
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Thh afternoon I. W'flt;lt to J;.\XB.mine in soce detail the. fp.ll extent of the 

proposals made by my Government and the United Kingdam Government in treaty form. 

The first of these is the comprehensive treaty (ENDC/58) which bans nu<?lear tests 

in all environments. 

The obligations parties would assume in thi~ comprehensive treaty are clear, 

straightforward and simple.. The parties would agree to prohibi"li and prevent the 

carrying out of nuclear. test explosions at. a:'y place under their jurisdiction or 

control. ·That, of course, is an obligatipn stated in terms of the territory and of 

·l:;he persons over which a State has jurisdiction or control. Tl1e oblit~Sai;ion would 

also go beyond that. The parties would also. undertake to refrain from causing, 

encouraging, or in any way participating in; the carrying,· out of nuclear weapon 

test explosions anywhere. That means that .all parties, :not, only would themselves. 

be prohibited from testing ·but also would be prohibited from aiding and abett.ing 

any: bther State, person or group of persons in conducting nuclear '"eapon t~st 

explosions anywhere in the world. 

The treaty makes specific provision for the establishment of an international 

se.ientific commission to. verify these treaty obligations. The coJ:ll:tlission would be 

assisted in its operation by an international stn.ff and a verification sys.tem.; 

Each party would undertake an additional obligation to co-operate pronptly and 

fully both in the establishment and organization of the conil.\rission and in the , 

implementation by the commission of the measures of verification S::Jelled out·in the 

treaty. 

The commission is allotted several important functions by the treaty.'· The 

l:lost important of these is general responsibility for the collection of data on,. 

end the re:;.:>orting of all events which could· be suspected of beint;,; nuclear weapon · · 

test explosions. The' ot~mmission is. specifically charged': with at.tempti.J)g to make 

:;.:>ositive identification of the nature and origin of such events, wherever that is~ 

:JOssible. -In accomplishing that task the commission is given the dut.y of 

· su:pervising all elements of the verification systen,' including' the! institution of 

measures to ensure tlle rapid, co-ordinated and reliable collec.tion of data.. 

The cocmission m~ discuss the nature of any unidentified event with the 

appropriate parties to the treaty and issue a re:;:>ort on the nature and origin of 
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The commission is charged with the responsibility of conducting 

~rogrammes of basic scientific research to inprove its capability of verifying the 

obli8ations undertaken in the treaty. In addition, the comnissiori w9uld have 

responsibility for n.pproving the total of its annual budget, c~1.oosine; an executive 

officer who shall assist it, and n.rranging for conferences of all ~arties to the 

treaty. 

The organization of the commission has been most carefully thought out in this 

draft treaty. 1,here would be fifteen aembers chosen n.s follows: four from 

cou<<tries associated with the United I:ingdom and the United St[:,·tes, four from the 

Soviet bloc 1 and seven frorJ. among parties nominated jointly by the permanent members 

of the commission -- the United States, the United KinEdom and the Soviet Union. 

The comL1ission, unless otherwise specified, would make its decisions by simple 

nn.jority of the members present and voting. Provision is made for non-memhers of 

-~he coi!ll'J.ission to partici:.:>ate without vote in its oeetings wl1eneve::: their interests 

ere especially affected. Before establisl~~ent of the cow~ission its peroanent 

r.1er.1bers, acting by unaninous n.greenent, are to carry out its func·0ions. 

Thus it can readily be seen that the coruoission's functions are central to the 

successful and effective verification of the treaty. Much of t:1e success of the 

treaty indeed would depend upon the efficient and rapid operation of the commission. 

It would be assisted in its functions by an executive officer and, under him an 

international staff. The staff 1 s prinary job would be to provide ·the personnel 

necessary to do the analytical and re?orting tasks assigned to it by the treaty. 

Eost of those tasks would undoubtedly be perfoT!::led at the J.1eadquarters of the 

coou1ission, although staff personnel would supervise eleoents of the verification 

sys·teu, man such international elements of the verification syste::J as were set up 

by agreement between the commission and the parties and ensure t:::u:.-t properly trained 

and adequate personnel were available for on-site inspection teaus. 

An executive officer, responsible to the commission and under its supervision, 

lrould be in charge of appointing the staff and of overseeing t:1.e operations of the 

staff. The executive officer could be removed if the co~ission decided, by a vote 

of eleven of its nembers, that it no longer had confidence in ' . J..lll:1. The executive 

officer would recruit the international staff on t:1e basis of standards set forth in 

ti:e treaty which ensure its competence, integrity and efficiency, as well as its 

recruitment on as wide a geographical basis as possible. 
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1 .. second and extremely important P.PX~ion of the control arro.ngeoents supervised 

by the eo~ission is the verification system. 

classes of stations. 

This system would includ.e several 

The first class would consist of stations built at sites to be agreed upon, 

but maintained and manned by the States on whose territory they were located. The 

construction of each sta.tion, including its equipoent and the training of its 

2ersonnel would be paid for by the international commission. ?ne operation of 

tnese stations would be internationally supervised by the cocoission. 

~ seQond class of stations would be those now in existence and operated by 

universities.or other institutions or agencies. Tbey would be cade available to 

·the commis~ion but would be maintained by t~e parties in agreement with the 

comnission. 

A third class of stations would be those to be constructed and manned by the 

comoission on an international basis if any party and the comoission deemed that 

to be a feasible and desirable arrangement in any particular case. 

l~ll parties would agree to co-operate in the e~tablishnent, operation, 

ex?ansion, calibration and standardization of all the elements of the verification 

system. This obligation would include making available suitable sites for the 

detection stations. The parties would undertake t?,ensure that already existing 

s·/:.ations would become integrated with and would ppe~ate as a parii of the system . 

within six months after the coming into force of the tren.ty, and t~at newly 

constructed stations would begin their work twelve months after the coming into 

force of .the treaty. Stations would operate continuously equi?nent specified by 

the commission as set forth in the treaty, and in a manner satisfactor,y to the 

cocmission. 

On-site inspection of unidentified events .wo~ld take place in a regulated and 

orderly manner. The executive. officer, (l.cting :j:'Q:f the commission, would. certify 

as eligible for on-site inspection those seismic events which were located in 

cccordance with the terms of the tre::1:ty and which were Ilot elioina.ted as natural 

events in accordance with cri~eria spelled out in the treaty. For example, ce~ain 
.i. 

locate~ events, such as those whose depth of focus .was b~low 60 ltilome~res~ wo~ld be 

elininated f~om consideration. Data provided by stations on territor.y in which 
•"' . ; ~- ' -
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an event was located could not be used to render it ineligible for ins?ection 

but night be used in establishing its eligibility. The execu-~ive officer would 

o..lso designate the area eligible for ins:pection in accordance wit:: the terns of the 

treaty. Unless another area were clesit;nated by -the executive officer the 

inspection tear:J of the cor:EJission would not be a0le to go into c.not:2er area. Thus, 

t~w inspection teaDS would not be able to wander at will but woulG. be subject to 

t~-:e orders of tl:e executive officer as to location. 

In the case of events occurring on United S-tates or United :Qngdom territory, 

t::e inspection of an unidentified event certified by the coocission would be carried 

out at the request of the Soviet Union. In the case of events w;.1ich occurred on 

tl1.e territory of the Soviet Union, the United States or the United Kingdom would 

request inspection of a particular event after certification by -::,~:e cor:n:nission as 

unidentified. Each party would agree to co-operate and to r..12-ke ti1e necessary 

arrangements to facilitate on-site inspections. The r.mximun nur..1ber of inspections 

w:1ich could be requested in any year after the certification of unidentified events 

would be strictly limited to a specified quota. But if, as the Soviet Union has 

told us, would be the case there were no unidentified events on its territory, then 

tl1ere would be no on-site inspections. Let ~e re~eat that: if there were no 

unidentified events then there would be no on-site inspection. J..'he quota would 

only determine the maximum nuober of inspections which could take ?lace in any one 

year; if no unidentified events were certified t:w fact ti1at a quota had been 

fixed would not mean that ti1ere w9uld be that nunber of on-si-::,e ir:spections. 

?:1e inspections would be carried out by objective and conpeten-;; -tear:Js formed. by 

t:w executive officer. Each ~arty would be obliced to give -~earc.s immediate and 

undisputed access to the area where an inspection was to be conducted, to refrain 

from interfering in the inspection operation and to give such assistance as the 

team night require to enable it to perforn its oission. 

The treaty therefore clearly provides for obligatory on-site inspection of a 

limited number of unidentified events each year in a way which would do most to 

discourage actual or project(;)Cj. violations.of the treaty and to preserve the treaty 

in continuing existence. The United States and the United Kine;doo have not proposed 

any restrictions on the co~~osition of on-site inspection teans ot~1er than that 

they be made up in such a way as to ensure that nationals of the inspected State 
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are not themselves involved in inspecting their own territory. T:mt provi~;don 

would ensure that the team would always be composed of responsible international 

civil servants whose only interest in visiting the inspected State was to perform 

their assigned function in the inspection areas. Such a proposal should go far 

towards assuring individual States that their national security would not be 

jeopardized by the mere presence of an international commission inspection team 

on their territory perforning its prescribed and assigned functions • 

. hS. I have said before, my delegation is open-~inded about the exact details of 

how. an inspection might be carrie~ out in practice. We would be quite willing to 

consider whatever reasonable safeguards might be necessary to ensure that the 

inspection team of the colill!lission did not engage inactions detrimental to the 

national ~ecurity of any party, as long as the team was not inhibited in the 

performance of its assigned treaty tasks in seeking to identify uni<ientified 

events. For instance, we have said in the past thatthe inspection teams could. 

travel over Soviet territory. to the inspection sites in Soviet planes, flown by 

Soviet pilots, over geograph~cal routes laid down by the Soviet Government and with 

appropr~ate restrictions, while en route to the inspection sites, with regard.to 

binoculars, caoeras, and so on. The inspectio~ teams could be accompanied at all 

times by Soviet observers, and their movements outside the inspection area would 

be restricted to what was actually necessary in the performance of their treaty 

inspection tasks. 

If that outline is not sufficent, Mr. Chairman, pleo.se tell us what it is tbf).t 

you want. We shall be most happy to discuss your requirements with you. 

Tb.e treaty would have appended to it an annex prescribing arrangeoents for 

the conduct of any necessar,y explosions for peaceful purposes. They could be 

conducted only with the unanimous consent of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom 

and the United States or, alternatively, after the internal inspection of the 

nuclear device .by the above-mentioned parties.· 

The treaty contains a provision fer withdrawal. .i:l. party may withdraw if it 

oakes a determination that any.one of four conditions exist: 
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(1) the treaty obligations have not been fulfilled; 

(2) the arr~;~.ngeoents for obligatory on-site inspection ~1ave not been 

fulfilled and the withdrawing party's national security has been jeopardized; 

(3) nuclear explosions have been conducted by a State not a party to the 

, treaty and the withdrawing party 1 s national security has been jeopardized; 

or 

(4) nuclear explosions have occurred and it is not possibl~ to determine 

. the State conducting the explosions and t:1e withdrawing party's national 

security has been jeopardized. 

The party considering withdrawal would then have to request a conference and would 

:have to explain the reasons on which i:ts determina-tion to withdraw. were based. 

'I'l1e withdrawing party co11ld then, after a maximum :;;eriod of sixty days, after 

requesting the confer~nce, give notice of withdrawal. The withdrawal itself 

could not take place earlier than sixty days froo the date on wi1ich the notice to 

withdraw had been received by the government of t):le State actinc as depositary for 

tJ.1e treaty. 

The treaty also :nakes provision for certain other adl:l.inistrative and 

housekeeping arrangements. The commission could enter into a.creement with the 

United Nations or. any of its specialized agencies. The Commission would be 

cilarged with a review each year of the operation of the internationn.l staff and 

. verification system with a view to i~)roving their operations. The.scale of 

· contribution to the annual budget of the commission wou:J.d be specified in the 

treaty. The privileges and immunities of the staff w:ou.ld alsp be set forth in 

an annex to the treaty. Provision would also be made fo.r amendoents to the treaty. 

It is the hope of .the United States that progress will be realized soon not 

only on a treaty banning nuclear weapons tests but, also on many ot:1er aspects of 

disarmamen-t so that no co.untry need. fear that pre:;.)aration$ .for tests we,re being 

undertaken in secret. In the absence of such progress a c.ountry rlll,st trlf!.intain a 

state of readiness to test .. as a necessary precaution for its nat.ipnal security. 

v;y Government believes, therefore, that any treaty banning nuclea.r wea11ons te.sts 

shoul:d not preclude aey St.a.te from conducting laboratory and o:ther work preparatory 

to testing. In other words, preparations f.or tests would not be covered, and thus 
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not prohibited, by a nuclear test ban treaty. Such preparations would merely 

represent the prudent precaution of a serious and concerned government. 

The United States and the United Kingdom, I submit, have gone along, long 

way to get a coraprehensiv:e test ban treaty. We have conducted scientific research. 

We have done everything possible to make the treaty effective and workable. We 

have listened with great care to the suggestions that have been made here at our 

Conference. We have done everything that we know how to get the Soviet Union to 

accept this treaty. The Soviet Union need now only move a ve~ little way to 

agree on obligato~ on-site inspections and on a. s~all number of detection stations 

on its territory and to a small number of on-site inspections of .events certified 

by the commission as unidentified events. ~e truly want to work out with the 

Soviet Union a comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty and we assure it that we 

will do our level best to meet with it in.a reasonable way on these.negotiations. 

Yesterday I also presented, on !;>ehalf ·of the Governments of the United 

Kingdom and the United States, another draft treaty {ENDC/59) which would ban 

nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water. A 

partial treaty in those environments woulG.eoiistitute an important step forward 

in the pursuit of the larger goal of banning ~ll nuclear weapons tests, just as 

an agreement banning all nuclear weapons tests should be reg::trded as a step toward 

-~he larger goal of a treaty on general and complete disarmament. My Government 

wants to make it clear that a partial step is in no way a substitute for.a larger 

and more comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty. A comprehensive test ban treaty 

is our objective, as it is the objective of the United Kingdom. At the S8l!le time 

the United States believes strongly that, in the interest of :mmanity, if partial 

s-t,eps are within our :grasp· they should not be postponed. 

1Vhy is that. so? Fi~rst, a partial treaty wo'-'14 provide a large measure of 

constraint on development of nuclear weapons by all States adhering to the treaty. 

It would also deny to any party to such a treaty the furt4er o.cc~la*'ion of 

Jmowledge reg~rding the effects of nuclear weapons. in .. the enviro~ent,s :proscribed 

by the treaty. Second, o. treaty bo.nning testis in the n:tmosphere, in out~r: space, 

o.nd under water could to.ke the world a long wo.y towards :prev.enting the spread of 

nuclear weapons to other c01mtries. Since none of the present nucl,ear .Powers 
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conducted its first test underground, a partial ban started now would discourage 

otber Powers from attempting to test and thereafter to procuce nuclear weapons for 

themselves. That would be especially true if there were definite prospects of a 

complete ban to follow within a short period. Tl e lmow that one e r:mny countries 

become nuclear ?owers the control of these weapons of great destructive power will 

become immensely nore difficult. 

has gone beyond our control. 

We m.ust act now before this question of control 

The third reason for signing a limited test ban treaty soon is that we must 

stop the further pollution of the at~osphere, outer space and tui&er water with 

radioactive debris. ?eo:;:>le o.ll over the world have noted witi1 increasing o.lann 

the rise in radioactive fo.llout in certain sections of the g'!obe. They lmow at 

tl1e least that this fallout has no desiro.ble effects. To stop further increases 

in fallout would be o. blessing for all the world, and it is within our grasp to 

do so. 

A limited treo.ty bo.nning nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere, in outer 

s::_:>ace and under water would be a simple treaty. It would not require any 

international verification machine~. 

to negotiate and put into effect • 

Such a limj;ted treaty would not take long 

.h.s I mentioned in my statement yesterday, the United Stc/~es ::_:>ro:;_:>Oses that 

t~~ere be a cut-off date for testing in both treaties' as proposed by l!lr. ?adilla 

Nervo of l.dexico on 9 May 1962 (ENDC/PV .34, p.l6). We believe t~:a:l; that cut-off 

daJ.:;e should take into account the present situation regarding our respective 

national security concerns. The United States was prepo.red -'o:;o stop testing any 

·tir:1e within the pn;st year if the Soviet Union had been prepared to do the same 

and join with us in an effective nuclear test ban treaty. Webelieve that our 

countries should attempt to find a date acceptable to n.ll for t~1e ending of all 

nuclear weapon tests which will be proscribed by a treaty. 

The partial treaty (NfDC/59) .which we submitted yesterday conto.ins provision 

for withdrawal. It specifies three conditions for such withO..rc.>ml. The first 

condition is that a party to the treaty ~elieves that another ?arty hc.s violated 

t~1e treaty. The second condition is that c. Sto.te not a party to the treaty has 
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tested nuclear weapons and that that is deemed by the withdrawin& 2arty to 

jeopardize its security. Please note in this connexion that t:1e United States-

United Kingdom treaty draft does not assume that any nuclear wea2on test by a 

State not a party to the treaty would constitute grounds for wit~1drawal unless 

tl1at test, in the opinion of the withdrawing party, jeopardized the withdrawing 

party's security. The third condition posed in the treaty for withdrawal is when 

a nuclear weapon test has occurred which a party believes to i1ave jeopardized its 

national security, but when it is not possible to identify the State responsible 

for that test. 

The withdrawal provisions in the proposed United States-United Kingdom draft 

treaty do not permit immediate withdrawal. Before a party can legally withdraw 

i·~ must first request the calling of a conference. Then, if a conference is held, 

the withdrawing party must present to that conference its reasons for withdrawal. 

Even then a party cannot withdraw until after it has submitted a notice of with

drawal, which it cannot do until after sixty days from its request for a conference, 

or until after the termination of the conference, whichever is earlier. The 

purpose of such procedures is to make any effort to withdraw a most serious act on 

the part of any State and to ensure that withdrawal can take place only after a 

State has explained carefully the reasons for its actions. 

In the absence of a coM~lete nuclear test ban States would not be prohibited 

from testing underground so long as no ro.dioo.ctive debris fron suc~1 tests wo.s 

present outside the territorial limits of the State under whose jurisdiction or 

control such explosions were conducted. 

Why does the United States reject the concept of a moratorium on underground 

testing pending the completion of a treaty banning tests in all environments? 

As I have said, the United Kingdom and the United States have proposed a 

comprehensive treaty banning all tests in all environments under appropriate 

international supervision·, including obligatory on-site inspection~. We do not 

reject a moratorium because we want to go on testing underground, as our Soviet 

colleagues have charged. We reject it beoause a moratorium -- or a voluntary 

restraint, or whatever else a moratorium may be called -- on underground testing 

is no different from a treaty on underground tests which contains no effective 
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( Mr • Dean, ..!I,pjj; ed States) 

Where was t:1.e ~oral obloquy 

of the world when the Soviet Union broke its solemn word and resuned testing in 

Se:ptember 1961? I should like to hr..ve t!1.iz morn-1 obloquy of t:1e world specifically 

:pointed out to Qe. Neither a ·noratorium nor a voluntary restraint would give us 

tb.e assurance that both the Soviet Union and the United States ::ere :;;>ledged to give 

ec.c:1. other in principle 6 ·of -;:.he joi:1t Etatcnent of agreed IJrincii_Jles of September 

1961· (ENDC/5). 

Both the United States and the Soviet Union have pledged in principle 6 that 

c.ny disamament neasures s:1ould be '!ioplemented from beginning to end under such 

s·trict and effective international control as would provide fir::1 assurance that 

all parties are :1onouring their oblic-ations 11
• Tie ask no more timn what, our 

Governments bave already pled[;ed. L. J;JOra.torium on underground testing or a treaty 

b::mning all nuclear wea.pon tests witl1out the ty;_Je of control ::;>ro::;>osed in the 

Unit~d<States-United Kincclom draft trea-'·y (ENDC/58) would not :provide the neeesso.ry 

assurance thct all parties were abiding by their oblie;ations. ~'!i-thout that 

assurance the needed confidence we ell recognize r:mst increase vill not be 

forthcoming. Indeed, the OJ?:;:>Osite could result .. There •~auld :)e suspicions 

with no means of verification. 

It. might be D .. rgued that accept8;pce of .ri.n uninspected; uncontrolled moratorium 

would pose little risk, since underg:round tests conducted in violation of the 

ooratorium could not be ve~ significant. I ret;ret to sp,y timt that argument is 

contrary to scientific fact. We cn.11..not accept it for the reasons that I gave in 

my statement on 17 Aut;ust 1962 (ENDC/?V.71, PP•2l-2.2). Without eoing into details 

again, le:b me just rei·terate that we believe that important tests can be carried 

out underground. liloreoYer, underground tests need not nee essarily be restricted 

-~o very small yield::;, particularly if tes·l:;ine; were cal·ried out in alluvium, a 

so-called unconsolidated type of gravel or soil, a medium in w'.lic:1 quite large 

yield explosions night produce very weak, and :1ence undetectO.ble signals. Even 

if such signals were detected there could be no means o:f identifying them by 

seismic means alone. 

It might n.lso be c.rcued that :risks of an uninspected mora.toriun on underground 

tests are smnll beca.use, in a short time, detection and identifico..tion capability 

will l1ave improved so much that the on-site inSI>ection problea will disappear. 
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i._gain we say that there is absolutely no scientific evid_ence for tilis belief. 

If anYone has this proof, let him bring it forward. We have eve~ confidence 

that our technology will improve, but our scientists -- and there is no disagree-
" 

oent on this -- cannot now foresee seismic or other remote detection techniques 

which will make possible unequivocal identification of all unidentified seismic 

events without effective, adequate and sure on-site inspection. 

Since we feel that underground tests can be important, and since we cannot 

see any way other than through provision of oblis~tory on-site ins?ections of 

ensuring that such. tests are not occurring, we cannot accept an unins:;?ected 

ooratorium on underground testing by w4atever name anyone chooses to call it. 

Y~ Government has said on many occasions that it will not test nuclear 

weapons without just cause. It was clear to the world that the United States 

exercised enormous reserve and restraint before it resumed testing last spring 

as a result of the test series begun by the Soviet Union in Se?tember 1961. As 

President Kenne~ said in his speech of 2 March 1962, 

1962. 

"Yle were determined not to rush into imitating their" 

Soviet Union 1 s -- "tests. And we were equally .determined 

our security required us to do. 11 

- that ist the 

to do only ~4a.t 

President Kenne~ repeated that policy at his news co~ference of 23 Jqly 

He said: 

"We are very reluctant to test. We will not test at~in unless we are 

forced to because our security is threatened. 11 

Cur policy is and always has been a policy of restraint. But we must, of course, 

evaluate the ~urrent series of Soviet tests in the atmosphere when and if they are 

concluded. 

In conclusion the United States is seriously determined,to explore ever,y 

reasonable way to end nuclear weapons tests in all environments for q.ll time~ . 
The United Kingdom and we have prese~ted the Soviet Union vritl1 two concrete 

pro::;;osals for negotiation. One is for a comprehensive test ban treaty~ (ENDC/58) 

com:.?letely revised from our past joint treaty (J:iJ'IDC/30 .. and i..dd.l o;nd 2) of 18 

l.pril 1961. The provisions of our new c,omprehensive test ban tre~ty stem 

?rimarily from the results of lengthy research on the detection, location and 
' . . ' . . . 
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iG.entification of undereronn<l nuclear tests ahout whic11 tbere is no apparent, or 

c.·t least no adduced, disagreement aoong scientists. They reflect also the positive 

:;_Jroposn.ls put fonmrd by rJembers of' this Conferenc0, includinc -c:1ose :;:mt forward 

by the eight new members of the Conference. 

l'he second area for negotin.tion with t:1e Soviet Union which t::.e Unit,r.;:d Kinr:;dom 

anC: the United Sto.tes have ::.)ut forw<::.rd is for a partial treaty ocnnine tests in tl1e 

atr:ws:phere, in outer space a.nd nnder water (EI\TDC/59). This is c trec.ty that could 

be negotin.ted w,itllin a short time, ,ziven, t!1e <leterr.1ined will on ·t.::e :Jart of our 

Governments to take o.n inporto.nt ste:;;> forwcrd in curbine the c~Js rn.ce. l'he 

Unitflld Kingdo:o n.nd the United States hn.ve deGJonstrated that will; we now cn.ll upon 

the Soviet Union to oatch its will to ours. 

Of course, r •. partial treaty is no substitute for a total ban, but we must try 

to find a place to st.art. .b. partial bn.n, we submit, is such n plnce, and we ask 

tl1.e Soviet Union to give our joint proposn.ls its earnest and open-clinded exa:oinn.tion. 

L~ain let oe sn.y thn.t we would prefer to sign a comprehensiv~ nuclear test ban 

treaty, and if the Soviet Union would only come a short distance ;J&o meet us and 

to agree to the obligatory on-site inspection necessary to verify sucl1. a ban it 

would find us more tho.n reasonable on the question of detection stations and the 

nunber of ,on-site inspections, and s·.::cb. an agreenent could be roacl1ed within a 

short period of tine. But a voluntary restraint or an unins;?ected moratoriun on 

nuclear testing underground only plays into the i.Ic.mds of hit!! who wishes for no 

acreement. 

Mr. GODB&t (United Kingdom) : I should like to say only a few words o.t 

t .. :lis moment, c.nd then perha:Js I r:1ight he able to coi:JDent furt:1er later on. 

i.t the r::oruent all I wis:1 to say is that yesterday the re::_;resentative of the 

UnHed States and I jointly submitted to the Confvrence the te~~ts of two new 

drcft treaties. Todo.y, the representative of t~1e United Stc.·::.es ?ms spelled out 

sor:1e of the points in those treaties •. What I went to o.sk is t~1c-t, your Government, 

i.~r. Chairman, slwuld give very, very cn.reful attention to the ::_Jro:>osals which we 

:1cve put forward and that you sh.ould see if you cannot now agree to one or the 

o·t-l1er of our drafts. YTe made it quite clear, on behn.lf of :,oth our countries, 

which we prefer. We prefer the comprehensive treaty (ENDC/53). But we realize, 
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although we do not agree with, the fact tl~at you ~1ave put forwo.rd certain 

arguments in regard to on-site inspection, and it is because of that and because 

we are determined to try to get agreement that we have put for~mrd this alternative. 

I do beg of you to give it very serious ·consideration indeed, 

What, after all, is dividing the two sides now? In relation to a comprehensive 

treaty all that is dividin£ us is a very st:~all nuober -- a double :1andful at !'lost 

of on-site inspections a year in the territory of the Soviet Union. We raise no 

difficulties ourselves with regard to t}:J.at. That, on the one hand, is all that 

is ~reventing agreement on a cooprehensive treaty at the present .... 
~..1.me. 

I believe that if the Soviet Union could a,ccept once a,gain, a.s it did U::? till 

a year ago, this system of on-site ins?ection tl1en we could rapidly come to a 

conprehensive agreement, and the basis of it lies in this new docunent which we 

IH::.ve presented. On the other· hand, if the Soviet Union, for reasons of its own, 

feels. unable to go along with it then we have put forward our second document 

(EJ':IDC/59) which is intended to give to the world the opportunHy of getting rid 

of nuclear tests in that environment wi1ich worries all people all over the 

world most of all, nD.mely, in the a.tnosJ:>here. In addition, of course, we have 

included under water and outer space. But if we could do thct tl1on we could 

s-l;ill continue in our efforts to get ar;reeoent on the fourth environment. Surely 

that is something in which no country would be making a sacrifice but in which a 

ver,y real step forward would be made in promoting peace and better understanding 

throughout the world. 

That it seeos to me is the point which we ~'lave got to brine home. The 

differences between us are so soall -- on the one :1and, this sr.1all number of on

site inspections, or, if that cannot be contemplated, on the o·::.:;er ~land an agree

ment in three environoents while we continue to work out between us a position in 

relation to the fourth. I think it s~1ould be recoe:;;nized that the 'lest has gone 

as far as it possibly could in seeking to get agreeoent at the ?resent time, and 

l.t really would be very sud indeed if the Soviet Union were to turn this down out 

of hand. 

In your immediate reactions yesterday, lllr. cr1airman; you nade critic isms in 

reco-rd to both the plans. I hope those criticisns were just an initial reaction 
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and that when you have had time to consider it you will have second thoughts, but 

at ycstorclcy 's pLmrry n.::- .,tin, you said: 

"The first document", that is the com:;;>rehensive treaty, '~in so far as I 

have been able to :;;>eruse it during to-day 1 s meeting- gives grounds for 

thinking that the proposals of the non-aligned countries are completely 

rejected in this tlocunent." (:E:NDC/PV .75, ') .}£J 

I a1:1 sorry you saiC: that because earlier at the same meetinr:; I had spent a 

considerable time pointinc-; out that in fact it did not do that a-'v c:,ll. I hope 

you were listening when I wc.s making that ;._:>oint. Perhal)S you <lid not fully 

!1?:;_Jreciate what I lf!l.S saying, :::md, if so' I suegest that you C:o :::-ec:,d again pages 23-24 

of EliDC/I-V • 75, where I pointed out just }tow closelY this draf-::. -'.:;recty came to the 

I will not reed it all again now because it is there in 

the verbatio record as recently as yesterday, an(::. I do think it <lcserves your 

consideration. ~herefore I say that your criticiso in that res:.;>ect is one which 

I find difficult to ace 

In your secon<l criticiso, whic~ a:;;>pears further down (EtiDC/~1.75, p.J5); you sey 

t:1;).t, on a quick perusal, we would ap:;;>ecr to be seeking to lecalizc the nuclear 

Vlea:.;>on. You talked about making underground tests :pe:n1issible. That is an 

arcument whic~l I n.lways find very strance indeeC.. I really do not understand 

-L:w basis of it. One is not making it pen~issi~le in any sense. JJ.t tl1e present 

r:1onent we have four environments in whicl1 States can !!lake tests if they so wish, 

n.nd in some of those environr:aents, as we n.ll know, your own coun-::.rJ is at present 

engaged in rnakinrr tests. There are four environr.1ents. If we :.:>=event by an 

arrreement the making of tests in three of those environments we are making a step 

forward, but we are not changing the position in reln.tion to ti1e fourth environment. 

~·!e are not making it any more let_;al than it is todcy. r!e are in no sense 

So it seeos to me that that aq:;ument is a very strant;;e one. 

May I try to draw an analogy here on the 2osition as I see it? I 11pologize 

for the analogy tnat comes to my nind, but if we have a case of four unmarried 

mot,hers and in the case of three of then we have been able to locate the fathers 

of the children o..nd to arrange marril'.;:;es w:1ich will legitimize t~:ose children, 

w:1ile in the fourth case we have been unable to locate the fatr1er, are we in fact 
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. ,. 
doing any harm to the fourth if we to the m~rriages of tne three going ahead? 

Lre we not helpi:rtg in the three cases a.nd not ~1indering in the fourth, while we are 

still seeking to find the father of ~he fourth child; and that is a very important 

point -- still seeking to find the fc.iher of the fourth child. Is it not a good 

thing if we have at any rate tidied up the arrangements for three of the liaisons 
. . . 

and are still seeking to find the solution for the fourth? 

t~1e analogy to what we are offering in tl1is partial ban. 

That it seems to me is 

In t~ree of the environ-

ments we seek. to tidy up the arrangements while in -'lihe fourth vre are still seeking 

t:1e rJeans to do so • 

I do say, I.1r. Chairman, in all seriousness, that that is tiJ.e way in which it 

should be looked at; not usin;.:;, perha:;,1s, the actuc,l analogy whicll I have given, 

bu-1:, that is the princi;Jle that we are not in fac-'G changing tl-:.e position in the 

fourth environment by makine arrangements in relation to the tnroe. .h.nd if that, 

in fac-'jj, is the only arcument that you :.1ave aaainst this partir:,l ban, then I do 

no:pe ver,y much that on careful consideration you and your Governr1ent will feel 

ready to go aiong with us in this partial agreement and so help us forward towards 

solving the problem of this other environment where I believe, as I have said before, 

not ver,y much divid~s us and, particularly with your help and scientific 

appreciation of the problem, we can yet find a basis on which w·e can agree. 

So I do make this urgent appeal to you, l.ir. Chairman. As I say, I do not 

:pro:_lose here to go throueh t:1e treaty text; my United States colleague has done it 

so 'vell today thlit there is no need for ne to enlarge on it. But I do make this 

very genuine appeal to you because I believe that the West has cone ver,y far to meet 

you: now all we ask is that you come some way to ~eet us. 

The CIIA.I?JJ.i.iJ.I (Union of Soviet Socialist rtepublics) (-translation from 

l:"?ussian) :· We have studied the proposals submitted yesterday by the representative 

of ti1e United States, iAr. Dean, on behalf of the United States and ·t;l'le United 

Kingdom deleg11tions. 

The first proposal of the United States and the United Kinadom deals with the 

cessation of nuclear weapon tests in all environments. Is it in any way a new 

proposal as regards tl1e substance? To this we nust reply in t:1e neaative. This 

:l?roposal is in essence merely a re-statement in t:~e outwardly wore detailed fo~ 
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of a treaty of the so-called "new" pro:posals about which Mr. Dean informed us after 

his return from Washington at the beginning of August. The corner-stone .of the 

draft treaty on the cessation of nuclear-weapon tests in all environments is, as 

before, the demand for obligatory international on-site inspection. No agreement 

to put an end to nuclear weapon tests without acceptance of oblicatory inter

national inspection - t:1at is what the representatives of the T!es·i.iern Powers have 

said once again in this docm~ent. 

We have already E+.ated repeatedly that by putting forward t:1e cor.rpletely 

U11justified deoand for obligatory international on-site inspection, the Western 

Powers are pror.:r;Jted by conaiderations of a nilitary-political nature which have 

not:1ing to do with control over the cessation of nuclear tests. 

In the course of the discussions on t~1e problem of the cessation of nuclear 

wea;on tests in the Eighteen Nation CoJ::Jmittee and in the Three-?owe.r Sub-Committee, 

nm:1erous data he.ve been brought forward which show that in :_;:>ractice all nuclear 

eX::Jlosions·can be detected by national posts and o'oservation stations. It is a 

fact that all nuclear tests, including underground nuclear explosions, which have 

been conducted so far, whether by the Soviet Union, the United States, the United 

ICinedom or France, have been recorded by the national detection stn.tions in various 

countries - no other oeans have so far existed, or exist at present. ~!Ioreover, 

the fact has already been noted that from the end of 1958 nntil Se:Jtember 1961, 

the period during whic~ neither the United States, the Soviet Union, nor the 

United Kingdom conducted nuclear explosions, neither side declare~ any suspicions 

that the other side was secretly carrying out nuclear explosions, al ti1ough, again, 

during this period, each side had at its dispose.! only national mGans of 

detection. 

.., ~
cHJ 

It was precisely because of the possibility of detecting nuclear explos:i,.ons 

great distances and in view of the need for early solution of the problem of 

.i?u-bting an end to tests, that the Soviet Union subr.1itted on 28 Novenber 1961 a 

draft agreement on the discontinuance of all nuclear weapon tests, providing for 

the use of national means of detection for the pur-..;>oses of control o.ver compliance 

with such an agreement. ~N1lf&C/ll) 
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However, as consideration of this ::;>roposal in the Three_.Power Sub-Committee 

has shown, the Western .?owers .are not disposed to take the -;:>!":th of putting an 

illl!:lediate stop to all nuclear weapon tests. They have continued to insist rigidly 

on their demand for obli&,atory international on-site inspection as a sine qua non . ,. 
for an agreement on the cessation of nuclear explosions. ks a result of that 

attitude of the 111estern side the negotiations on t~1at question in the Three-Power 

CorJ.mittee have again reacl1ed a deadlock. 

We. cannot fail to note with s&tisfaction that the eight non-aligned States, 

1iembers of the Eighteen Nation Co!$Iittee on Disarmnment 1 showinG letsitimate concern 

at the:course of our negotiations, have made a very useful contribution to the work 

of the Committee. These eight States submitted, on 16 .tipril 1962, their well 

known compromise proposals, (ENDC/28) which are a constructive step along the 

road to a solution of the whole problem of stop:;_:ling nuclear tests, and the 

ado:Jtion of these lJro:;:>osals would undoubtedly help us to reach 11fireement more 

quickly on the cessation of all nuclear tests. They proposed that an Inter-

national Coiimlission should be set up, consisting of a n'!J.mber of scientists with 

mtten>$iVe rights and :;:>owers, and. that such a procedure should be established in 

the case of suspicious and signifi~ant events as .would ensure that the complete 

elucidation of the true nature and c;1aracter of such events. 

The Soviet Union, for the sake of an early agreement on the cessation of 

all ty..;>es of tests, agreed to tak.e the eight-Power joint memorandum as the basis 

for agreement.on this question. 

It .can only b.e regretted that this important proposal of the non-aligned 

S-tates, which was supported by the majo.rity of mer:i0ers of the CoDr.::.ittee, has 

still not become the basis for agreenent on the cessation of nuclear weapon 

tests, owing t.o the opposition of the United States, the United Rin5dom, and their 

Western partners. 

In this connexion, I should like to say, lt1r. Godber, that ti1e statement you 

nade yes:t.erday h&s not in the least shaken my conviction that your draft is not 

based ... qn the eight-Power draft memorandum. On the ~ontrary, oy conviction that 

your draft does not take into account the principles of the memorandum even to a 

slight extent has been still further strengthened after a study of t~e draft you 

have submitted. 
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In refusing to take the eight-Power joint memorandum as the basis for such 

an agreement and in trying to deflect our attention fron it, tl1e United States 

anC:. the United Kingdon submitted to t:w Eighteen Nation Comnittee on Disamament 

on 27 i•ugust a draft treaty (ENDC/59) on the npartial 11 cessation of nuclear weapon 

tests, providing for the banning of such tests in the atmosp:1ere 1 outer s:;>ace and 

unC.erwater, but leavinc intact the unlimited risht of States to continue nuclear 

ex~losions underground. 

11hat can we say about this draft trec.ty? TI1e Soviet Union is firmly of the 

o:;>inion that all nuclear wea:;>on tests must cease -- in the atmos~~ere, in outer 

s:;>c.ce, under water, and underr;round, and that nuclear weapon tests in any 

environoent should be prohibited. The prohibition of ::::.11 nuclear explosions in 

c.ny environoent is important in order to put an end to the perfectinc of nuclear 

wea:;>ons, to halt their spread, and thereby to sto:;._1 or at least to "mt a brake on 

the extreoely dungerous nuclear arms race. 

The question arises wi1ether adoi:>tion of the pro~:>Osal of t:2e United States 

and the United Kinr:;dom on the cessation of nuclear wea:;:)Qn tests in -;;;:1e atnosphere, 

ouJ.:;er space and under water while leavinc underground nuclear tests would lead to 

a lessening of the dangers now hanging over humanity, as a result of the nuclear 

wea}?On tests which are continuing and increasing, nnd of the ever growing scale 

of the .nuclear arms race. One can only answer this question in the negative. 

Tlle .retention of undert:;:r:ound nuclear tests does not elininate the dant:;er 

connected with the continuance of :practically unli::1ited experi1:1entation with 

destructive atonic and theTLlo-nuclear weapons and their ioprovenent. On the 

contro.ry, the l ization of underground tests will lead to still creater 

co:::r,.Jetition in the nuclear amaments race, to a still greater stock_::liline of these 

C:estructive wea::~ons and to an intensification of the threat of a tlwrmonuclear war. 

That in particular has been r.:tentionecl the representative of the United 

States, Hr. Dean. In his stater.:tent at the seventy-first meetiac of the Eighteen 

Hation Committee, J'.;lr. ])ean, speaking about underground nuclear e7:.:Jlosions, said - I 

will take the liberty of quoting a few of his remarks: 

"Therefore, I think one can go further ti1an that, anc1 :JOint out that 

truly scientific :proeress in weapons developr.ent can be and :-::.as been achieved 

through underground tests ••• In other words, big results nilitarily could come 

from very small ••• tests. (ENlJC/PV.7l :}. 19}. 
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In stressing the great i~portance of undereround nuclear explosions Mr. Dean 

eave some specific illustrations of the developments that can be made with even 

snall undereround nuclear tests. He pointed out that by conducting such tests the 

following can be achieved: 

"1. developoent and testing of tactical weapons; 

2. development and improvenent of the snall initiating ?ortion 

of larger weapons; 

3. tes'ts of weapons effects, nanely, of the damage caused by shock, 

blast, A-rays and neutrons; 

4. development of basically new weapons ,as, for example, .ti1e pure fusion 

weapon about which so much has been written and said. 

This fusion Yoepon r::t:.!.:J bo d?velopcd 

nuclocr cxplosions. 11 (ENDC/PV. 71, p.20) 

very sGt~ underground 

Mr. Dean pointed out that substantial results can be acnieved with even small 

underground tests. It is easy to imagine the results to which a continuation of 

larGe-~cale underground explosions would lead. 

There can be no doubt that in t~ing to leealize underground tests the United 

States and the United Kingdom are striving to retain for themselves a loophole for 
··l:: 

t2e purpose of continuing the nuclear weapon race and at the sane time they want 

to ?inion the arms of the Soviet Union in regard to ensuring its own defeh~ive 

capacity, although they attenpt to hide this fact and, of course, deny it. In 

such circumstances the Soviet Union would be compelled to conduc·::. nuclear tests 

likewise in order to improve its weapons and create new types. 

In this connexion I should like to deal with l:Ir. Godber 1 s reoarli.: that he 

found "veey · strange11 the argument that tf"le llestern Powers 1 proposal set forth in 

their so-called 11partial" treaty is ained in reality at legalizine undergi-ound 

nuclear weapon tests. The analogy which you drew, Mr. Godber, would perhaps prove 

useful to you for other PUr:?OSes. But in the ::;;>resent case we are conc~tneli 1i'ith 

nore serious matters and your analogy is out of ?lace here. · ·r!hat in fact are we 

concerned with? The whole of mankind is insistently demanding that we ban all 

nuclear weapon tests, that we make nuclear weapons illegal ana that anyone who 

atte~ted to use them should be outlawed. The proposal for the conoiusion of a 
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treaty to put an end to all testing of nuclear weapons is ainod :;:>recisely at 

outlawing those weapons. It would er.l:)hasize that nankind consiG.e::rs those weapons 

~itO be contrary to hur;Janitarian ~)rinci:ples and the standards of Iluoan ethics. 

Fror.1 this point of view, then, what would happen if the proposal for a so-called 

::.)arlial prohibition of tests were adopted? 

nuclear tests, such a :;_)artial treaty would legalize a fourth ty-_2e - underground 

tests. Nowhere will you find at present a sincle official stateoent to the effect 

·bi:at nuclear weapon tests or nuclear weapons thenselves are lec;al. On the 

contrary, all who have stated that they are against nuclear wea_Jon tests consider 

t~em to be illegal, Yet you propose that we should declare t:1roo J"Y::;>es of nuclear 

tests prohibited, that is to say, outlawed, while tlle fourth ty:,>e 

tests - would not be prohibited and would be reco2,nised as legal. 

underground 

In such a 

situation those States which are striving to continue the nuclear arns race would 

be able to conduct tests wi tb.out fearing condemnation on the ;_:>art of world public 

opinion. 

I think that it is precisely in tb.a.t direction t:mt we s':lould consider the 

question whether tl1e Western Powers 1 _;;>roposal le::-Jds to the legc.lization of nuclear 

•reapon tests. 

i.s you see, the ado:;:>tion of the United States and United Kinc;dom proposal not 

only would not put an end to nucelar tests and to the nuclear arns race but, on 

t~e contrary, would lead to an intensification of the atonic fever. Besides, 

SUC~l a "solution" of the _;;>roblera nic;:1t [:;iVe rise to false illusions that important 

s-.:;eps have been taken to lessen the threat of a tlJ.ernonuclear uar. 

•;r e cannot a:;~:;:>rove a ;_:>roposal which is not ained at putt inc an end to the ever 

crowing threat caused by the inprovement ancl spread of nucelar wea:Jons and which 

leaves the way O?en to a continuation of nuclear ex?losions. .3[l,sing itself on 

this, the Soviet Union deens it inpossible to conclude an agreenent that would 

permit States to conduct any underground nuclear explosions; it will not agree to 

treaties which are essentially aimed at legalizing explosions and intensifying the 

nuclear arms race. 

In distorting the picture as to who is responsible for the c01rbinuation of 

nuclear testing, the United States representative tried today, as ~e did yesterday 

and several times previously, to place on the Soviet Union the resyonsibility for 
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the fact the United States still refuses to give an undertaking not to conduct any 
tests. The Soviet delegation has repeatedly described earlier t.::te true situation 

in that regard. Therefore I shall not retrace now the hiSt·ory of that question. 

I merely wish to stress once again that the entire responsibility for starting 

nuclea,r weapon tests and for their continuat;.on rests with the United States. The 

United States cannot get away from this responsibility however ~;.arC. its representatives 

try" to prove the contrary~ The Soviet Union carried out and is carrying out its 

·::.ests only in reply to corresponding tests by the United States 1 t:::H:! United Kingdom 

a.nd·theother Nb.TO ally of the United States and the United KincdorJ, namely'France. 

It iS compelled to do this irt order to ensure its security. 

Is. there a way out of the present situation? Is there a possibility of solving 

the question of the discontinuance of all tests? Undoubtedly, a vray out can be 

found,~a.nd for that·purpose there is no need for the Committee to turn off into the 

r:isleading and dangerous path into which we are being pushed by the draft treaties 

(2l:IDC/58 and E.NDC/59) submitted by the United Sta .. ves and the United Kingdom on 

27 l~ut,ust. Those draft treaties are a fresh attempt to divert -~he Committee's 

at,tention from the constructive proposals of the non-aligned Sta-::.es which are set 

forth in their memorandurJ of 16 April. (ENDC/28). 

The Soviet Government has declared its willingness to accept that memorandum 

as the basis for agreement. We again confirm that. 

Attention should also be given to the proposal put forward by some representatives 

of the non-aligned countries in the course of the discussion in tb.e Committee for 

the setting of a definite date after which the nuclear Powers would be committed 

not to carry out any nuclear tests. 

The date mentioned in this connexion is the beginning of 1963. The Committee 

also has before it the proposals of the Soviet Union of 28 November 1961 5 . (ENDC/11) 

aimed at facilitating th!? reaching of:'aereement on the discontinuance of all types 

of tests. 

The discussions in the:Committee.and abundant material publislled in the press 

show convincingly that at the present time the necessary conditions exist for 

concluding an agreement on the discontinuance of all nuclear tes·cs without the 

estaplishment of an international control system which would be· used for purposes 
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wl:ich would have nothing to do with observation over the fulfili:~ent of an agreement. 

Such an agreement would not place a single State in a position of advantage, nor 

would it lead to any infringement of the interests of any of -bhe parties. Mankind 

would be saved from all nuclear explosionr:, from explosions pollu-0ing the atmosphere, 

aad an important step would be taken to stop the nuclear arms race. 

In conclusion I should like to stress that the Soviet Government is prepared 

-;;o reach agreement immediately on the basis of the aforementioned proposals for the 

cessation of nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer s~ace, under water 

and underground. 

ll;r. GODBER (United Kingdom): Er. Chairman, I do not wish to pursue this 

at length, for I hope very much that you will still take time to consider the new 

proposals we have put forward. It would seem to me that neither you nor your 

Government will have yet had reasonable time in which to consider the full 

inplications of them. Therefore I will be very moderate in what I say now. 

rlowever, I must admit that I was disappointed at what I have just listened 

-~o. You appeared to be implying that neither of the propositions we have put 

forward is acceptable. I hope that that is not going to be your final answer. 

I cannot brine myself Jvo accept 11 no 11 at this sta[Se. The matters are so important, 

the issues are so greati and the advance that the West has made to meet you is also 

so great that it deserves very full consideration. Therefore I say that I hope 

that when we meet again you will have instructions which will enable you to be more 

forthcomine in what you say to us. 

With reeard to what you have said, aprtrt from those particular points, I would 

only say that I find that the reasons you have put forward for rejection of the 

conprehensive treaty (EN~C/58) do not seem to match up to the problem. We have 

tried to show, and I think we have succeeded in showing, that 1n fact what divides 

us is not very great at all, but it nevertheless is there and is real. i\That 

divides us is that we have no scientific knowledge to justify any statement that in 

fact one can not only detect but identify all underground explosions. 

Ivlr. Chairman, at yesterday's plenary meeting you quoted Chairman Khrushchev 

and then you went on to say: 

"I think that the members of the Committee are acquainted with the 

abundant material and facts which have been published 'on this subject ••• " 

( ENDC /PV • 7 5 • p. 36 ) 
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There certainly is no wealth of factual material which has been published of 

which we are aware that in fact says that you not only can detect but can identify 

all those explosions •. · We should be very glad if you would let us have a list of 

all the statements that you say have been published dealing with this question of 

identification of all those events taking place underground. Indeed, you could 

supply a list -- not only of Western statements but also of statements that have 

been published in your own country in this connexion -- it would be very 

interesting to us, just as, if you really believe that science has advanced to 

this staMe, it would be helpful if you would bring your scientists here and let 

them thrash out those points with us, as I have asked you to do so many times. 

It seems to me that unless and until you can satisfy us -- and not only us but the 

world as a whole -- on those points we are entitled to say to you: "We have gone 

to the limit that our scientific information allows us to; surely it is only 

reasonable, if you are not willing and able to provide us with the further 

scientific information,·. t'h:at you should agree to that small element of on-site 

inspection, which is all that stands between us and a comprehensive treaty." 

When you said just now, Mr. Chairman, that your proposals of 28 November 1961 

were aimed at facilitating agreement, I must say that I found that a very difficult 

statement indeed to accept; for what in fact did they do? They marked a very 

big step ba.ckward on your part. When you are seeking to agree with somebody, 

you do not usually run away from him -- at least that is my interpretation -- you 

come forwardto meet him. But your proposals of 28 NovemQer last year were a 

very big move backward, because you were going back on what you had previously 

undertaken, namely, to have a degree of compulsory on-site inspection. So I ask 

you please not to say to us that those proposals were aimed at f'a~ilitating 

agreement, for that stat~ment is something which I just cannot accept. 

The partial treaty (ENDC/59) which we have proposed is, as both the. United 

States and ourselves have said, a second best for us. Nevertheless it is one we 

seriously put forward as something which, if you cannot accept the comprehensive 

treaty, we should like to see agreed to. With regard to that partial treaty, 

acain I tried "t'er,y hard to follow your argument, !:lr. Chairman, in relation to how 

it would change the status of underground explosions to the extent that they would 

become legal. If I heard the interpretation correctly, you said that the fourth 
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environment would be implicitly made legal, whereas at the present time none of 

the four is le11al. I am sorry, l.Ir. Chairman, but, with the 0reatest respect, I 

do not follow your argument. I do not see how it changes the status of the 

fourth environment. If the three environments were banned I s~1ould D.ave thought 

that that increased the degree of world odium on those who used the remaining 

environment. At the present time there is the same degree of ociuo in relation 

to whatever environment is used. If we ban the three, I should ~1ave thought, it 

makes even more striking the fact that the fourth environment continues to be used. 

Certainly I do not see l"ow your ar@llllent is made c;ood. If that is all that does 

divide us in that respect is that -- if you will excuse my saying so -- somewhat 

pedantic argument sufficient to justify a refusal to come alone and meet us? I 

do beg that you look at all this again. As I say, I am not seel~ing an answer today. 

I do not wish to press you unduly; I quite m1derstand that in ih~ortant issues of 

this kind it is right that your Government should take time to consider fully. 

That .is all I ask, and these· are merely passing comments. in relation to points 

which I felt did deserve an immediate reply. :,ry position is still the same --

that I would be very happy to give you a few more days in whic:1 to consider this 

~natter, in the earnest hope that when you come back again you will have better. 

news for us. 

L1r, DEAN (United States of America}: It seems to me t:1at· the basic 

reason for putting forward an agreement for a limited ban on nuclear testing is 

that so far .at least -- and I for one have not given up hope -- we do not seem to 

have.been able.to reach agreement on the precise control necessary to ensure that 

all underground testing has in fact ceased. The Soviet representative's statement 

would appear to make a partial ban itself subject to agreement on some uncontrolled 

arrangement for underground tests. The Soviet representative also stated that 

underground tests were in fact important, and he cited my stateoent to that effect 

on 17 August (EIIDC/rV;71 1 P,•20 ) . • I still adhere to what T said then 

and that is precisely why in our comprehensive proposal (E:NDC/58) we insist on on

site inspection, and why we cannot accept a.n uncontrolled moratoril.lfil on underground 

testing in a limited treaty. My delegation believes that an uncontrolled arrange

ment for underground tests would go contrary to the very spirit in which other 
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delegations to our Conference have made a proposal for an atmospheric test ban in 

an attempt to reach the widest area of agreement possible or at least apparently 

possible -- at the present time. That is why~ Government and.the United Kingdom 

Government have put forward such a limited proposal, and we are willing to press 

forward as a matter of urgency with negotiations. for a comprehensive test ban 

.J.;reaty. · However, I submit that in doing that we could not at tbe same time concede 

the very principle about which those comprehensive test ban negotiations would be 

,continuing -- that is, the need for obligatory on-site inspection of unidentified 

events ~ertified by the commission. 

That is all I want to say. I should like to join ~ United Kingdom colleague 

in saying that we do hope that our Soviet colleague will give our two treaty 

proposals very careful study, and that we do not wish to press him at all with 

regard to his answers on those matters. We want to give him whatever reasonable 

time he would like in which to study the two proposals, which in fact were only 

submitted to him yesterday, for it is quite reasonable that he should have an 

appropriate amount of time in which to study them. 

The CHAIRMAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

I~seiap): I do not think that the further remarks made by Mr. Dean and Mr. Godber 

have added anything new to what they had already said. Therefore I shall not make 

any comments now. I can only confirm what I said earlier. 

If no one else wishes to speak, I should like to consult with mY colleagues 

as to how we are to arrange for the next meeting of the Sub-Committee. Are there 

any suggestions in this regard? 

Mr. DEAN (United States of America): When would you like the next 

meeting of the Sub-Committee to be, Sir? I think you ought to have whateYer 

reasonable time you would like to go over this draft treaty. I was wondering if 

you had any suggestion. 
t 

The CHAIID!lAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation. from 

Russian): If there are no objections, we might agree that we will fix the date 

of the next meeting later, in the course of our consultations either tomorrow or the 

day after. If you have any other suggestions, I am prepared to listen to them. 
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l1lr. GODBE1~ (United Kint_;dom): I should be very happy wit::l such an 

arrangement. I presume we would leave it to the incomine Chairo~n to consult 

with his colleagues about when the next meetins would take place. 

The CI-iAiil.M.AN (Union of Soviet Sot»ialist Republics) (translation from 

Russianl: Then I understand that we are aereed on that procedul~e. 

The rneetine rose at 5.15 p.m. 




